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AntiBIND™ Microplates
Protein Recovery Analysis of AntiBIND™ Surface Treated Microplates 
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Protein adsorption to laboratory consumables such as microplates 
during sample prep and storage has been a challenge for 
bioanalytical researchers. This challenge often results in analytical 
imprecision as well as loss of valuable proteins over time.  
AntiBIND™ microplates are treated with a proprietary plasma 
treatment technology that produces a modified surface that 
inhibits protein adsorption. This novel treatment is holistic and 
isn’t compromised by the presence of solvents (see application 
note 2). The unique surface characteristics of AntiBIND allow for 
enhanced protein recovery exceeding 90% for a broad range of 
proteins at especially low concentrations (1nM - 12.5nM). When 
compared to standard polypropylene microplates and best-in-class 
low protein binding microplates available on the market today, 
AntiBIND demonstrates significantly higher protein recovery 
with superior stability out to 72 hours of residence time. Based 
on these unique characteristics, we believe AntiBIND microplates 
are ideally suited for bioanalytical assays (i.e. LC-MS) and storage 
applications.

INTRODUCTION
AntiBIND technology is based on an innovative plasma treatment 
process that chemically modifies the surface of the polymer. The 
treatment results in a surface that minimizes protein adsorption 
over a wide range of concentrations and molecular weights. 
Depending on the application, protein adsorption to the vessel wall 
means loss of sample and can drastically affect analytical results 
and further complicate downstream processes. Furthermore, when 
working with small quantities of expensive compounds, loss of 
sample equals loss of money, time, and valuable lab resources.  
AntiBIND technology eliminates the need to passivate microplate 
wells with high concentrations of BSA or siliconization, which is 
both costly and could potentially complicate analytical precision. 
Because AntiBIND is a surface treatment, the covalently bound 
functionalities are not free surface contaminants found on 
commercially available low protein binding plates that utilize 
surface technologies which can be extracted by solvents which 
leads to leaching, causing further analytical complications.

EXPERIMENTAL
This test method is based on the determination of protein recovered 
at a defined residence time using fluorescent spectroscopy. A 
known concentration of Alexa Fluor® 488 labeled protein was 
added to a number wells and then measured at various incubation 
times to determine the quantity of protein remaining in solution. 
Three labeled proteins (BSA, PrA, and PrG) representing a range of 
molecular weights were chosen and performance was evaluated 
on several different plate formats. AntiBIND 96-well (1000 μL well 
volume) deep well and 384-well (55 μL well volume) shallow 
well plates were assessed along with standard polypropylene and 
competitor plates of similar geometry. Percent protein recovered as 

a function of time was evaluated with 96-well (1000μL well volume) 
deep well plates by adding 3nM of each tagged protein to the plate 
and incubating the solution in the dark at room temperature. At 4, 
24, and 72 hours each protein were transferred from each plate to 
a Corning® low-binding, black 96-well flat bottom read plate and 
measured in a BioTek® Synergy™ H1 Microplate Reader. Protein 
recovery rates as a function of concentration were also evaluated 
using five different concentrations (1, 2, 3, 6 and 12.5nM) of the 
three tagged proteins and measured after 24 hours of incubation 
time.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
As shown in Figures 1 through 3, AntiBIND plates demonstrate 
superior performance of protein recovery when working with low 
concentrations of different proteins. Of the three proteins analyzed, 
there was no measurable loss of sample on the AntiBIND plates 
over 72 hours. Competitor A, advertised as the premier low protein 
binding plate, lost anywhere from 20% to 40%, depending on 
the protein, within the first four hours of incubation time before 
stabilizing. However, standard polypropylene shows a dramatic 
loss of protein recovery in a relatively short period of time. For 
standard polypropylene, effectively 100% of the protein sample is 
lost to adsorption within 24 hours.

In a second experiment, the dependence of adsorption on protein 
concentration was assessed using the same three proteins. As 
shown in Figures 4 through 6, after 24 hours of incubation time 
in 1000μL 96 deep well plates, AntiBIND demonstrated no 
measurable loss of protein over concentrations ranging from 1nM 
to 12.5nM. Conversely, Competitor A showed a protein-specific 
trend of increased adsorption as lower concentrations were used.  
This results in 30% to 70% of sample loss at 1nM with Competitor 
A plates while AntiBIND plates show no loss of protein under the 
same conditions. 

Comparable recoveries were observed for the AntiBIND 384-well 
shallow (55μL well volume) format as illustrated in Figure 7. While 
binding performance of competitor low protein binding plates 
showed a 40% sample loss for BSA and over 60% loss for both PrA 
and PrG, AntiBIND plates exhibited greater than 90% recovery of 
all three proteins after 72 hours. In fact, there was no measurable 
loss of sample for BSA or Protein G and 92% recovered for Protein 
A.

ABSTRACT
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3nM BSA Recovered vs Time
1000µL 96 Deep Well Plates
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Figure 1: Recovery of 3nM BSA as a function 
of time in 1000μL deep well plates at 25°C

Figure 4: Recovery of 3nM BSA as a function of 
concentration in 1000μL deep well plates at 25°C

Figure 5: Recovery of 3nM PrA as a function of 
concentration in 1000μL deep well plates at 25°C

Figure 6: Recovery of 3nM PrG as a function of 
concentration in 1000μL deep well plates at 25°C

3nM PrA Recovered vs Time
1000µL 96 Deep Well Plates
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Figure 2: Recovery of 3nM PrA as a function 
of time in 1000μL deep well plates at 25°C

3nM PrG Recovered vs Time
1000µL 96 Deep Well Plates
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Figure 3: Recovery of 3nM PrG as a function 
of time in 1000μL deep well plates at 25°C

BSA Recovered vs Concentration
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PrA Recovered vs Concentration
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PrG Recovered vs Concentration
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3nM Recovery of BSA, PrA and PrG
@72 hours
55µL 384 Shallow Well Plates
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Figure 7: Recovery of protein at 72 hours 
incubation in 55μL shallow well plates at 25°C

CONCLUSION
AntiBIND plates clearly demonstrates a significant competitive 
advantage over other so-called low protein binding microplates 
commercially available today, particularly when the application 
deals with low protein concentrations. The inherit advantage of 
AntiBIND over other low protein binding plates arise from the 
difference in the developing process of the hydrophilic coating. 
Currently, to have a low protein binding consumable, competitive 
low binding manufacturers employ a technology that can be 
extracted from the surface of the labware. Competitive technologies 
are not uniformly distributed, don’t cover the total surface area of 
the lab consumable, and can be easily extracted in the presence 
of solvents. AntiBIND plates boast superior performance across a 
range of proteins allowing for analytical reliability, which ultimately 
leads to cost savings, improved accuracy, and efficient allocation of 
valuable lab resources. Based on these unique characteristics, we 
believe AntiBIND microplates are ideally suited for bioanalytical 
assays (i.e. LC-MS) and storage applications.
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